Route description to De Werelt Conference Centre
Westhofflaan 2
6741 KH Lunteren
T 088 – 000 1586

From the A1 Motorway (Amsterdam – Apeldoorn/Apeldoorn – Amsterdam)
Exit at Barneveld/Ede (A30) in the direction of Ede
Exit at Lunteren

From the A12 (Utrecht - Arnhem/Arnhem - Utrecht)
Exit at Ede-Noord/Barneveld (A30)
Exit at Lunteren

From the A15 (Rotterdam - Nijmegen/Nijmegen - Rotterdam)
Exit at Kesteren (N233); in the direction of Rhenen/Veenendaal
At the next roundabout, follow signs in the direction of Veenendaal
At the next roundabout, follow signs in the direction of Veenendaal West (second exit)
Follow the N224 to the A12, in the direction of Arnhem
Take the A30 in the direction of Ede-Noord/Barneveld
Exit at Lunteren

From this point:
Follow the Westzoom and then the signs, De Werelt. This means that, at the end of the Westzoom, you should turn left onto the Dorpsstraat. Then take the fourth street to the right onto the Boslaan. Go over the level crossing and turn right at the third street (Molenweg); then take the first street to the left (Westhofflaan), where you will see a sign pointing to the entrance of De Werelt Conference Centre.

Public transport:
The walk to De Werelt Conference Centre from the train station at Lunteren takes about 15 minutes. Coming from the station from the direction of Ede, turn right across the parking lot towards the sauna and walk on the left side of the Boslaan through the woods. Turn right at the crossroads onto the Molenweg. Then take the first road to the left (Westhofflaan), where you will find a sign pointing to the entrance of De Werelt.

Travelling from Amersfoort: cross the platform and then turn right across the parking lot towards the sauna and walk on the left side of the Boslaan through the woods. Turn right at the crossroads onto the Molenweg. Then take the first road to the left (Westhofflaan), where you will find a sign pointing to the entrance of De Werelt.

Taxi? Call Goldstar (0318) 744 744.